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Doing Data Science: Straight Talk from the FrontlineO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Now that people are aware that data can make the difference in an election or a business model, data science as an occupation is gaining ground. But how can you get started working in a wide-ranging, interdisciplinary field that’s so clouded in hype? This insightful book, based on Columbia University’s Introduction to...
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Foundations of Modern PhysicsCambridge University Press, 2021

	In addition to his ground-breaking research, Nobel Laureate Steven Weinberg is known for a series of highly praised texts on various aspects of physics, combining exceptional physical insight with his gift for clear exposition. Describing the foundations of modern physics in their historical context and with some new derivations, Weinberg...
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Practical PowerPivot & DAX Formulas for Excel 2010McGraw-Hill, 2010

	PowerPivot: What a name! Or I should really say what’s in a name? Powerful Pivoting? Pivot-table for power users?


	PowerPivot is a lot more than that. When I started the PowerPivot project back in 2007, along with Amir Netz (Microsoft BI Distinguished Engineer), the incubation project was called BI Sandbox. We had been looking...
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Computer Age Statistical Inference: Algorithms, Evidence, and Data Science (Institute of Mathematical Statistics Monographs)Cambridge University Press, 2016

	The twenty-first century has seen a breathtaking expansion of statistical methodology,

	both in scope and in influence. “Big data,” “data science,” and “machine learning” have

	become familiar terms in the news, as statistical methods are brought to bear upon the

	enormous data sets of modern science...
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Data Preparation for Data Mining (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 1999
Data Preparation for Data Mining addresses an issue unfortunately ignored by most authorities on data mining: data preparation. Thanks largely to its perceived difficulty, data preparation has traditionally taken a backseat to the more alluring question of how best to extract meaningful knowledge. But without adequate preparation of your...
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Advanced Signal Processing and Noise Reduction, 2nd EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000

	This book presents a broad range of theory and application of statistical signal processing. The emphasis is on digital noise reduction algorithms, particularly important in the field of mobile communication. Vaseghi covers a broad range of applications, including spectral estimation, channel equalization, speech coding over noisy channels,...
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The Legacy of Albert Einstein: A Collection of Essays in Celebration of the Year of PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2006
"In this slender volume, about a dozen experts reflect succinctly on a variety of currently interesting topics, from black hole entropy in string theory to the challenge of dark energy. The book should interest primarily graduate students in physics and also some undergraduates ... is a fine reflection of the internationalism of modern science...
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Population Genetics for Animal Conservation (Conservation Biology)Cambridge University Press, 2009
It is widely accepted among conservation biologists that genetics is, more than ever, an essential and efficient tool for wild and captive population management and reserve design. However, a true synergy between population genetics and conservation biology is lacking. Following the first International Workshop on Population Genetics for Animal...
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Progress in Turbulence V: Proceedings of the iTi Conference in Turbulence 2012 (Springer Proceedings in Physics)Springer, 2013

	This volume collects the edited and reviewed contributions presented in the 5th iTi Conference in Bertinoro covering fundamental aspects in turbulent flows. In the spirit of the iTi initiative, the volume is produced after the conference so that the authors had the possibility to incorporate comments and discussions raised during...
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Joe Celko's Analytics and OLAP in SQL (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The First book that teaches what SQL programmers need in order to successfully make the transition from transactional systems (OLTP) into the world of OLAP.     

       Before SQL programmers could begin working with OLTP (On-Line Transaction Processing) systems, they had to unlearn procedural, record-oriented programming before moving...
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SAS Programming in the Pharmaceutical IndustrySAS Institute, 2005

	This book was written for the entry- to intermediate-level SAS programmer who helps
	with the analysis and reporting of clinical trial data in the pharmaceutical industry. The
	industry may call this individual a “SAS programmer,” “clinical SAS programmer,”
	“statistical/stats programmer,”...
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Linguistic Structure Prediction (Synthesis Lectures on Human Language Technologies)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011

	A major part of natural language processing now depends on the use of text data to build linguistic analyzers. We consider statistical, computational approaches to modeling linguistic structure. We seek to unify across many approaches and many kinds of linguistic structures. Assuming a basic understanding of natural language processing and/or...
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